THE PRESS AND PRINTING

The most complete record of pre-statehood imprints is the checklist by Delf Norona and Charles Shetler. Early statehood imprints are included in the checklist by Jeannine Kreyenbuhl. West Virginia newspapers, one of the most valuable printed sources for historical information, are most easily accessed through the listing compiled by Barbara Mertins. A few published indexes to West Virginia newspapers have been compiled by Melissa Harker Bishop, Robert A. Hodge, Robert F. Munn, Darby H. Shafer, and the West Virginia Library Commission.


"... the story of a once thriving socialist press in Huntington, West Virginia, that reported events of the [Paint Creek-Cabin Creek] strike from the rank and file viewpoint."


THE PRESS AND PRINTING


2551. Ours, Robert M. JOURNALISM AT WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY. Morgantown, School of Journalism, West Virginia University, 1977. 28p.


Digest of titles from manuscript record with notes by Boyd B. Stutler.

Index to state and local news appearing in the CHARLES-
TON GAZETTE and the CHARLESTON DAILY MAIL.

2559. Weston Independent. LEWIS COUNTY JOURNALISTS AND JOURNAL-


Printed in WEST VIRGINIA HISTORY 32:4 (July 1971) 245-
266.
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